Self-serving incentives impair collective decisions by increasing conformity
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Abstract

The average judgment of large numbers of people has been found to be consistently better than the best individual response. But what motivates individuals when they make collective decisions? While it is a popular belief that individual incentives promote out-of-the-box thinking and diverse solutions, the exact role of motivation and reward in collective intelligence remains unclear. Here we examined collective intelligence in an interactive group estimation task where participants were rewarded for their individual or group’s performance. In addition to examining individual versus collective incentive structures, we controlled whether participants could see social information about the others’ responses. We found that knowledge about others’ responses reduced the wisdom of the crowd and, crucially, this effect depended on how people were rewarded. When rewarded for the accuracy of their individual responses, participants converged to the group mean, increasing social conformity, reducing diversity and thereby diminishing their group wisdom. When rewarded for their collective performance, diversity of opinions and the group wisdom increased. We conclude that the intuitive association between individual incentives and individualist opinion needs revising.

Introduction

A group of individuals can have the ability to perform more effectively than any individual alone. Group members, each with independently acquired information, share and enhance their knowledge through social interactions, which allows groups to collectively solve cognitive problems in ways unavailable to isolated individuals [1]. This widespread phenomenon is known as collective intelligence or the ‘wisdom of the crowd’ effect [2], and has the potential to solve many important and complex decision-making problems in society, such as predicting economic fluctuations or political changes [3,4].
The first empirical illustration of collective intelligence was in 1907 using data from a country fair ox weight-judging contest [5]. The average of people’s estimates resulted in an accurate approximation of the ox’s weight, consistently better than the best guess of any individual. When individuals’ estimates, whilst inaccurate, are independent and symmetrically distributed around the correct answer, their individual errors cancel out each other when averaged, resulting in an accurate group answer [6]. Collective intelligence has more recently been demonstrated in various problem-solving experiments [7–9], and is increasingly being used to solve real-world problems, such as predicting stock prices [10], reducing climate change [11], or creating an online encyclopaedia [12]. However, it can be vulnerable to groupthink [13], confirmation bias [14], and emotional contagion [15], which together can instead give rise to ‘the madness of crowds’ [16]. Under certain social conditions, groups do not out-perform individuals; instead collective decisions become more extreme or less wise than choices group members would take alone.

One of the ways for a crowd to be ‘wise’ is the presence of diversity of judgements among group members. This ensures enough within-group variance and limited bias for an accurate collective response to emerge [2]. In real-world situations individuals operating in social situations frequently adjust their views to those of others [17,18], often aggregating opinions through social interactions. This reduction in group diversity through the alignment of opinions has previously been discussed in terms of social conformity [19], with potentially negative effects on the wisdom of the crowds. Consistent with this, Lorenz et al. (2011) showed that the wisdom of the crowd effect is undermined by social influence in a group estimation task. In their experiment, participants answered general knowledge questions. Group performance was less accurate whenever individuals could observe others’ estimates, or the group average. Ironically, although collective performance deteriorated when social information was presented, individuals exhibited more confidence in their answers’ accuracy than when social information was absent [20]. This suggests that by considering available social information, individuals adopt a suboptimal collective decision-making strategy. Conversely, when people are trying to maximise their own individual gains (such as individual accuracy), using social information can be beneficial, but would be detrimental on the collective performance [20].

The findings by Lorenz et al. (2011) convincingly demonstrate that social influence can erode collective intelligence, and lead us to the notion that using social information may provide individual gains, but the precise role of motivation and reward in conforming to social influence remains unclear.

The effect of incentives on the wisdom of crowd phenomena have been investigated theoretically in management science, using so-called ”prediction contests” where individuals are competing with other group members for prizes, rewarded to those with the most accurate answers [21–23]. These studies show that rewards based on relative performance of individuals encourages individuals to discount public signals (information that everybody knows) preventing the crowd from suffering from ”public information bias” and creating accurate crowd forecasts. In contrast, under individualised payoff schemes (the closer to the truth, the more money one can earn) people should incorporate the public signal because it makes their final estimate more accurate. The likely negative impact of individualised payoffs on the collective performance (by reducing diversity of opinions) however, has yet to be shown empirically.

Other theoretical studies suggest that maximizing the wisdom of the crowd is best achieved by an individualised payoff scheme that rewards agents for the accuracy of their own response and of a minority opinion, as this produces optimal group diversity [24,25]. This is not only consistent with Adam Smith’s idea of homo economicus, but also with the popular intuition that individual incentives promote innovative, outside-the-box thinking and solutions, which could collectively provide group wisdom. Yet, these studies ignore the non-trivial relationship...
between payoff structure and social information: inferring what counts as innovative requires individuals to understand which opinions are (or are not) of the minority. Furthermore, almost all collective decisions are made in the context of social interactions [26]. Individuals observe others, discuss opinions, and actively seek others’ thoughts and plans. As such, the assumption of independence of opinions in theoretical models that promote diverse ‘every man for himself’ [27] incentive structures is very likely problematic. The question of whether incentive structures (either individual, as in these studies, or collective) influence collective intelligence as these somewhat simplifying theoretical models assume [24,25] remains unanswered.

Here we experimentally examine a direct comparison between individual versus collective payoff structures and their impact on social conformity, specifically how they affect collective intelligence in a group decision-making context. We propose that incentive structure can explain how some groups exhibit diversity of opinion and wisdom, while other groups exhibit conformity and erroneous judgement. By explicitly exploring the benefits group members can gain under varying social conditions, we can begin to understand the motivational mechanisms that may promote or discourage conformity and their consequences on group decision-making.

Following past research on collective wisdom (Lorenz et al., 2011), we predict that the presence of social information will increase group error. Our key novel hypothesis, however, is that this effect will depend upon the nature of the incentive structure. We hypothesise that when group members provide estimates, knowing that they will be rewarded as individuals, they will copy others to maximise their individual gains [20–23,28]. Consequently, they will become less diverse and therefore less accurate as a group. Conversely, when rewarded for the performance of the group, copying others would reduce the diversity and independence of opinions, leading to poor group performance. Hence, under a collective payoff structure, we predict that individuals will maintain the diversity of their opinions, despite the presence of social information. Group accuracy, and therefore the likelihood of individuals receiving any reward increases, thus individuals’ responses will remain both diverse and collectively wise.

**Materials and methods**

The study was approved by Birkbeck-UCL NeuroImaging (BUCNI) Ethics Committee, and UCL Psychology and Language Sciences Ethics Committee (Ethics Project name: Neurobiological basis of decision making in the human brain Ethics approval number: fMRI/2012/010). Written consent was obtained from participants.

We examined individual and group behaviour in a general knowledge spatial estimation task called “Where in London?”. We used an innovative software platform, called The Hive [29], which allowed us to capture both individual and group behaviour, and experimentally control the information that participants received about each other. Fig 1 presents a schematic of the experiment, and a video of an example trial is available in the Supporting Information (S1 Video).

**Participants**

Participants (adults, aged 18+ years old) were recruited from the University Subject Pool between June 2016 and April 2017 (by posting an advert on the University’s participant recruitment portal). We chose to use Bayesian methods to analyse our data, in which formal estimations of power and sample size do not play the same role as in frequentist statistics. Pilot work using The Hive software [29] suggested that good evidence for various effects of social information and decision-making could be obtained with around 120 participants. Our
The recruitment goal was to run between 120 and 150 people in groups of between 4 and 8 people. Following no-shows, we ended up with 141 individuals in 23 different groups (70 individuals were in the individual payoff and 71 in the collective payoff treatment). Of those that declared, the mean age of our participants was 25.4 years (SD = 10.5) and 94 were female. The recruitment portal consists of participants from the general public, thus our sample can be considered representative of a larger population. All trials took place at the Department of Psychology, University College London.

All participants gave informed consent, were fully debriefed and received payment equivalent to minimum wage for their participation only. Additional payment (reward) could be received by the individual winner of the prize draw (see below), following the outcome of their performance during trials.

**Apparatus**

On their laptop, the experimenter had two browser windows navigated to *The Hive* website. One was a screen that only they could see, which allowed them to control the experiment. The other was the display screen that was projected at the front of the room for everyone to see and presented experimental stimuli.

Using a browser on their smartphone or tablet provided to them, participants also visited *The Hive* website. On their device, they saw a dot that could be dragged around. On the display, visible to everyone, there was a corresponding dot for each participant. Participants’ dots
were only visible on the shared display prior to experimental trials. Depending on the experimental condition, however, a star shape representing the mean of all participants' dot locations could be shown on the display (in the social information present condition) or not (social information absent condition). Participants' dot locations were continuously recorded by The Hive system throughout the experiment.

Experiments were conducted in a seminar room where participants were seated around a table all facing a projection screen (58 x 100 cm) at a distance of approx. 2 to 4.25 m.

Procedure

Participants logged on to The Hive website using a code number specific to the experimental session. The display showed a welcome screen, and participants familiarized themselves with the practice of moving a dot on their device and seeing a corresponding dot move on the display. The experimenter then began a short practice session in which they gave spatial answers to questions. The experimenter explained that participants would be provided entry into a prize draw for money, and how participants would be rewarded, i.e., either according to the (non-relative) accuracy of their individual answer (individual payoff), or that of the group answer (collective payoff). Individuals would be entered into a prize draw for every trial where their performance was accurate in the individual payoff scheme, and for every trial where the group performance was accurate in the collective payoff scheme. The experiment session then began, lasting approximately 25 minutes. Participants were then thanked and debriefed.

Stimuli

Groups were shown a schematic map of London projected on a large shared display at the front of the room. The map showed the river Thames, the outlines of the boroughs, and ten icons representing important landmarks. A 3x4 grid was overlaid on the display. Participants answered a series of questions about locations in London by moving the dot on the screen of their smart phone or tablet to where they thought was the correct location corresponding to the map presented on the display screen (see S1 Fig for a full list of questions asked and the answers). During the practice session, participants took approximately 5 minutes to familiarize themselves with the map.

Design. Participants answered 16 questions probing their knowledge of London. These trials were divided into four blocks in which we manipulated the payoff (individual/collective) and social information (present/absent) conditions in a 2 x 2 experimental design. Four different orders of the blocks and questions were created and counterbalanced across groups, so that each question appeared equally in each condition combination.

At the start of each trial, participants were reminded whether they were in the individual or collective payoff condition. Then they saw the map of London with a question above the map, which was also read aloud by the experimenter. After five seconds, the map disappeared and participants gave their first response (Response 1) by moving the dots on their devices (a corresponding 3 x 4 grid to that shown on the display was visible on participants’ devices). Participants could not see each other’s dots on the shared display. Then the map and the question were presented again for five seconds. Participants were not allowed to move their dots at this stage. In the experimental condition where social information was present, the mean location of all the group’s Response 1 was shown as a star on the display map. The mean group response was displayed to participants rather than their individual answers because displaying many dots would lessen the effect of the social context, requiring group members to accumulate the social information themselves that may be erroneous. In addition, the average position removes all the variance information from group members, and so presents the group as being
more unified than they might actually be, thus provides the strongest social effect. In the social information absent condition, participants were shown only the map with no star. The map then disappeared, and all participants then answered the question again (Response 2). Finally, the map and correct answer were presented to everyone. In the individual payoff condition, the participants were told via a text message on their devices if their Response 2 answer was in the correct grid of the map. In the collective payoff condition, participants were shown the star representing their mean Response 2 on the shared display, and could see how close it was to the correct answer.

**Analysis**

Group diversity was operationalised as the distance between the point representing the mean of participants’ first responses and each participant’s final response. It provided a measure of how much participants were influenced by others’ responses (as reported in the SI, we also calculated group diversity relative to the mean of the final group response, and it provided the same pattern of results and strength of evidence). Group error was operationalised as the distance between the mean location of the group’s final response, and the correct answer. It provided a measure of their group wisdom.

In this experiment, there were multiple sources of variance at the group and individual level, and so we employed a mixed-model approach. We used Bayesian hierarchical mixed models because Bayesian analyses are able to overcome some of the problems associated with null hypothesis testing [30,31].

For our measure of group error, we used fixed effects for social information and reward conditions. To account for differences due to particular participants and particular questions, we used random effects in the model each with random intercepts. In the group diversity measure, we used an additional random effect to account for the fact that each individual was nested in a particular group.

We used R (version 3.3.1; [32], the rstanarm package [33] for Bayesian analysis, and the psycho package to help interpret our models [34] and express our results in terms of the probabilities of there being main effects and interactions between conditions. From 4000 simulations, we generated estimates of the posterior distributions of the model parameter coefficients, which quantify the strength of the evidence that each experimental condition influenced behaviour. These posterior distributions are plotted in Fig 2 to the side of the observed distributions. 95% credibility intervals for these estimates are shown as grey boxes in Fig 2. If 95 credibility intervals for a parameter do not include zero, this can be interpreted as strong evidence that it had an effect. Below we report the Maximum Probability of Effect (MPE), which is the probability that the effect is positive or negative (depending on the median’s direction). In other words, the MPE directly quantifies the probability that the experimental condition had an effect on behaviour.

The Bayesian approach favours quantifying the strength of evidence in this way, rather than simply reporting whether or not an (arbitrary) threshold of significance has been passed. Having said that, researchers generally suggest that an MPE of above 90% or 95% can be thought of as ‘strong evidence’. In addition to these Bayesian analyses, we ran frequentist analysis using more conventional mixed models. These produced a corresponding pattern of results and can be seen in the SI.

**Results**

As predicted, in the individual payoff condition, participants conformed to each other’s responses, lowering their diversity and drifting away from the correct answer. In the collective
payoff condition, when social information was present, participants’ responses remained equally diverse and with their accuracy unaffected than when social information was absent (Fig 2). Full tables of parameter estimates and contrasts between conditions are given in the SI (Group diversity: S1–S6 Tables; Group error: S7–S9 Tables).

For group diversity overall, we found no strong evidence that payoff conditions differed from each other (MPE = 76.25%). In other words, there was not a high chance that the difference between collective and individual payoff conditions was greater than zero. There was an overall main effect of social information, however (MPE = 95.85%), with lower diversity in responses when social information was present. As can been seen in Fig 2, this difference in social information is driven by differences within the individual payoff conditions.

We quantified the strength of evidence for an effect of social information within each of the payoff conditions separately. For group diversity in the individual payoff condition, there was a very high probability (MPE = 99.88%) that there is less diversity in responses when social information was present. There was little evidence (MPE = 73.35%) of an effect of social information in the collective payoff condition.

For group error, there was not a strong probability (MPE = 65.35%) that payoff conditions differed from each other overall. However, there was a main effect of social information condition (MPE = 98.32%) with greater errors when social information was present. Once more, this difference appeared to be driven by an effect of social information within the individual payoff condition. There was strong evidence (MPE = 99.57%) that group error was higher when social information was present, but little evidence (MPE = 69.13%) that it played a role in the collective condition.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224725.g002

Fig 2. Group diversity and group error. Analysis and example response data in individual (top row) and collective (bottom row) conditions. In the left column, participants’ responses to an example question: ‘where do most Korean people live in London?’ are shown by small dots. This trial was from the social information present condition. Dots are coloured by groups and lines join them to the group mean response, shown as a large dot. Group diversity is analysed in the centre column, and group error on the right (all questions and trials). In each density plot, solid lines show the distributions of our data when social information is present (yellow) and absent (blue), with means given by dotted lines. These distributions highlight group diversity and error for individual and collective pay-off groups; when rewarded for the accuracy of their individual responses, participants converged to the group mean, displaying reduced group diversity and increased group error. To the right of each data distribution, grey lines show the Bayesian posterior distribution for the difference between social information conditions within each payoff condition, with the 95% credibility intervals shaded in grey.
Discussion

We investigated how the structure of incentives and the availability of social information affect social conformity and determine collective intelligence. We found that when people are rewarded as individuals, they are, counter-intuitively, more likely to act as a herd by conforming more when social information is available. This reduces the diversity of opinions in the group and decreases the overall accuracy of the collective estimate. When people are rewarded as a collective, individuals are unaffected by social information, and diversity and group wisdom is maintained. Our study demonstrates that incentive structure has important consequences for group dynamics, modifying the way individuals respond to social information.

Groups of individuals can be strikingly accurate at estimating answers to problems where the individual members may have little or no knowledge [2]. However, consistent with previous work [35], we observed that knowledge of others’ responses undermines the wisdom of the crowd by increasing conformity and narrowing the diversity of opinions.

Our result seems counter-intuitive, in the context of how we typically think of motivation and collective behaviour outside of the laboratory. One of the tenets of political economics is the assumption that “every-man-for-himself” payoff incentives are potent motivators of diversity which promote individuals to defy their societal norms [27]. Our results show the opposite. Consistent with the increase in conformity we observed here, several other studies have suggested that when making decisions under uncertainty, following others may be advisable for various reasons: others might know something we do not know; we may be held less responsible of our conformist choices; and making a mistake individually may be very costly [20,36,37].

Some studies on problem solving tasks have shown that providing social information actually improves group-level performance [38]; copying others allows group members to converge to a “good enough” solution quickly rather than searching for innovative solutions that might be risky or redundant [39]. The tendency to copy others’ opinions depends on individual differences (some are more pliable than others), and how different one’s opinion is relative to the group—individuals tend to adjust their opinion if it is very different from the group than if it is similar [38]. Here we demonstrate that incentive structure also affects how individuals make decisions in response to social information.

In individually centred situations, a person would be less concerned about how others’ opinions affect the group result, because they are only rewarded for their own response. Copying others is beneficial because of the increased information available. Therefore under individual payoff conditions, social influence narrows diversity of opinions, through copying behaviour, and reduces variation. In contrast, rewarding individuals for the accuracy of their group’s performance counter-intuitively, promotes more diversity of opinions—hence a reduction in herding behaviour. Here, individuals are more likely to consider the group outcome and how their own, and others’, opinions contribute to it (since their reward depends on it). Thus to maximise group performance, diversifying opinions is better than copying.

Our findings suggest that the trade-off between individuality, information and motivation is fundamental to understanding collective behaviour and can have profound implications for a broad range of social phenomena. For example, a collective incentive structure that may actually promote liberal values and encourage individual differences will likely have a non-trivial effect in a democratic community.

In this experiment, for simplicity, we provided social information as an aggregation of information (the group mean). Therefore participants observed a post hoc snapshot view of the group opinion. We did not display the participants’ individual answers to each other, which would require group members to accumulate the social information themselves, or individuals’ level of confidence in their answers, which would enable others to judge the
importance of their decisions [40]. These factors, in addition to any kind of social psychological influence, such as leader effects and persuasion, all add increased complexity to the system. Therefore their effect on the individual, and consequently group, response should be explored further in future studies.

The idea of an independent individual often forms the basis of concepts in economics and cognitive sciences, and the notion of individualism and rational choice has profoundly shaped Western culture. However people interact in social networks, which can lead to the co-evolution of behaviours and social relationships—people make connections and influence one another [41], affecting the degree to which they truly act as independent individuals. Our results demonstrate that this can also be influenced by incentive structure, where individuality is reduced when individuals are acting in their own interests.
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